Odeon Grande

™

Odeon Grande offers impressive proportions
and a design that delivers a first class
experience for general admission, arthouse
and VIP cinema audiences.
This extremely attractive range includes
full width seats, reclining backrests and
motorized back and leg adjustments.
Luxurious fabrics envelop every seat,
providing a sophisticated comfort that
audiences will remember long after the
end credits roll.

All Camatic Seating products are
designed, developed and built in-house
by a team of professionals renowned for
quality, leading edge technology and
seamless installations around the world.
From the Sydney Opera House to cinemas
across the Americas, Camatic Seating puts
audiences in designer comfort.

Proprietary commercial mechanisms
Odeon VIP mechanisms have been
specifically designed by Camatic Seating
engineers for commercial environments.
Both the infinite locking gas assisted back
reclining mechanism and fully motorized
back and leg extension mechanism were
designed to solidly fix the unit in position.
This application vastly increases the load
capacity as the mechanisms easily support
patron loads on moving parts in a variety
of challenging situations. The German gas
springs and motors ensure breakdowns are
almost nonexistent.

Moulded polyurethane foam
The specifically formulated polyurethane
foam used to individually mould seats and
backrest cushions provides the perfect
balance between support and comfort.
Our manufacturing process ensures the foam
will not collapse or flatten out at any stage
and will provide lasting comfort and
ergonomic support.
Laminated fabrics
All Odeon covers are easily replaceable
and feature foam backed fabric for stretch
control and elimination of seam slippage
and sagging.

Removable covers and cushions
All VIP seating features removable covers
to the high use areas including easily
changeable footrest pads. To assist with
cleaning, easily removable overlays are
available for headrests and arm pads.

Odeon Grande Features
Single seat/two seater settee/continuous row installation
Extra wide seat and backrest
Individually moulded polyurethane seat and backrest cushions
Ergonomic profile offers enduring comfort
Fixed backrest
Reclining backrest (infinite locking – gas spring)
Fully upholstered backrest
Motorized (dual) – reclining backrest and leg extension
Zip removable seat and backrest covers
Removable footrest pad
Various table sizes and finishes
Easy installation with minimal fixings
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Ease of installation
Although all components are removable for
maintenance purposes, the seating units
are typically delivered fully assembled, with
the exception of the backrest to be retained
with two fixing bolts. All Camatic Seating
mechanisms are individually factory tested
prior to delivery.
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Options
Seat numbers
Row identification (including backlit row 10)
Row end tables (small) – various finishes
Intermediate tables (large) – various finishes
Valance under seat cushion
Headrest overlay (removable/washable)
Arm pad overlay (removable/washable)
Wine bottle holder – aluminium (intermediate table only)

Odeon Grande

™

Odeon Grande Wide Body
Odeon Grande Wide Body offers everything
its name suggests – a full-width back that
provides the ultimate in patron privacy
and comfort.
Often used as two-seat settees in VIP
Cinemas, the Odeon Grande Wide Body will
also provide individual comfort and space
when installed in longer, continuous rows.
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Odeon Grande Reclining Backrest
An exceptionally stylish full recliner with
padded club armrests and back and leg
adjustment options, the Odeon Grande
Reclining Backrest offers the utmost comfort
in executive style seating.
This beautiful seat offers all the luxury
and style of Odeon Grande Fixed with the
added benefit of an easily accessible smooth
reclining mechanism to further increase
patron comfort. Stylish table and cup holder
combinations are also available.
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Odeon Grande Full Recliner
The proportions of Odeon Grande Full
Recliner provide patrons with the largest
seating dimensions available.
Individual electronic controls allow the
patron infinite positioning of the backrest
and leg extensions for the ultimate cinema
experience. Soft overlay foam makes this
stylish and expansive chair immediately
impressive, while the individually moulded
and ergonomically contoured core provides
long term patron comfort.
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Odeon Grande (Traditional) Full Recliner
When the time honoured look of the homestyle recliner is desired, a traditional version of
Odeon Grande Full Recliner is available.
Large intermediate tables or smaller individual
tables at the ends of a settee are available in
numerous shapes and finishes, as are the many
other standard Full Recliner options.
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Australia
Head Office & Manufacturing
Camatic Pty Ltd
93 Lewis Road
Wantirna South
Victoria 3152 Australia
Telephone: 61 3 9837 7777
Facsimile: 61 3 9837 7700
Email: sales@camatic.com
www.camatic.com

USA
Camatic Seating Inc
1010 West Euless Blvd
Suite 110, Euless
TX 76040 USA
Telephone: 1 682 503 5317
Facsimile: 1 817 633 2190

Representation
Australasia
South East Asia
North America
Europe
Middle East
CIS

Camatic Seating is committed to helping the
environment and uses recycled materials on
non-structural components. Camatic Seating
reserves the right to vary specifications without
notice. All dimensions are nominal and should
be confirmed with Camatic Seating.

